An effective wavelet strategy for the trend prediction of physiological time series with application to pHealth systems.
This work proposes a wavelet decomposition based scheme to estimate the evolution trend of physiological time series. The scheme does not involve the explicit development of a model and is essentially supported on the hypothesis that future evolution of a biosignal can be estimated from similar historic patterns. The strategy considers an a-trous wavelet decomposition, where the most representative trends are extracted from the historic similar patterns. Then, a set of distance-based measures able to assess the prediction likelihood of each representative trend, is introduced. From these measures and through an optimization process, a subset of these trends is selected and aggregated to derive the required time series evolution trend. The effectiveness of the methodology is validated in the prediction of blood pressure signals collected in two telemonitoring studies: TEN-HMS and MyHeart. Additionally, Friedman and Nemenyi statistics tests are implemented to rank several methods, confirming the value of the proposed strategy.